Alango Technologies, a leading provider of voice and audio enhancement technologies will present its personal hearing assistant concept as well as some selected digital sound processing technologies inside Israeli pavilion at CES 2016.

You are invited to arrange a meeting with us at our small booth to:

Know more about 3 layers of our hearing enhancement solutions:
PersonaSound™ - sound customization that adjust the sound you want to listen according to your device, your hearing and your current listening environment.
HearPhones™ - a complete software reference design transforming a Bluetooth headset or other "hearables" into a truly personal, self-tunable sound amplifier with assistive listening and other advanced capabilities.
SALT - Smart Assistive Listening Transceiver combining all HearPhones™ functionality with additional features utilizing 4 low noise digital microphones, small loudspeaker, motion sensor, vibration motor and telecoil. You will be able to see (and listen) SALT prototype device.

See our technology demos:
HearPhones™ - a concept Bluetooth headset that operates as a personal sound amplifier and assistive listening device.
Adaptive Directional Microphone Array – a backbone of voice enhancement for smartphones, tablets, Bluetooth headsets, hands-free in-car communication and personal sound amplifiers.
EasyListen™ – slowing down incoming speech in real time improving intelligibility of fast talkers and understanding of foreign languages.
MuRefiner™ - a set of audio enhancement technologies transforming a portable loudspeaker into a good quality soundbar.

We will be waiting for you in the booth 81161 (Sands Expo, Level 1, Hall G, Israeli pavilion).